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Today’s Focus
1. The challenge of large enrollment classes

2. Options for online teaching modalities  

3. Organizational/management strategies for:
• all modalities 
• mixture of synchronous and asynchronous modalities
• fully asynchronous courses

• fully synchronous courses

4. Technology and tools for engagement and collaboration



Typical Challenges
• Often gateways to the Major/pre-reqs

• Content heavy

• Students from different backgrounds 
and preparation

• Fear factor

• Difficult to engage all students in class

• Large time demand on faculty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
so How do we keep them motivated and engaged online?



What does the research indicate?
Students learn best when they feel a connection to the

Course content

Faculty

Each other

For suggestions on how to connect with students in
the virtual environment, please see “Creating 
Presence and Engagement”
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Presentation Notes
In other presentations we have talked about ways to enhance the connection between faculty and students in the online environment and ways that we can encourage them to connect to each other I’ve included a link here to that information today we want to focus on hi to setup or course content to maximize student engagement in these large enrollment classes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGZCpLT9X1g&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGZCpLT9X1g&feature=youtu.be


Maximizing learning

Aim: students develop knowledge
and skill sets that can meet increasing
challenges of the discipline

• Consider a course “pre-test”
to alert students to expected
prior knowledge.

Provide links to resources

Challenge: motivate and inspire, without
losing sight of those who need support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Motivate and inspire the most enthusiastic and able without losing sight of those who may need more assistance. To dothat, it can be helpful to get a feeling for what they already know. So if you have a level of expected prior knowledge, state that in syllabus, and give a pre-test



Options for Teaching

• Use a mixture of asynchronous and synchronous modalities

• Present the course in a fully asynchronous mode

• Present the course fully synchronous mode

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many reasons why you might choose on particular way and we’ll get into that but we will start with tips that are recommended no matter which online modality you are using



For all modes of online teaching:
Plan
• Can you get assistance?
• Define the roles and responsibilities of TAs and facilitators in classroom 

management (chat function, breakout rooms, discussion boards, etc) & grading  
• Consider YOUR time in planning and managing the course schedule

 consider length/spacing of assignments; can any have automated grading?
 meet regularly with TAs
 provide model answers/rubrics for grading purposes; 
 allocate specific graders to particular questions/projects for consistency
 consider whether peer-grading (using a rubric) might work

Presenter
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(e.g. a student to help monitor the chat, facilitate small groups, etc.?) Consider best use of TAs and Facilitators in classroom management and gradingBreakout roomsChat monitoringDefined groups for grading/engagementHave specific graders for each large assignment for consistency and/provide model gradingCommunicate with students the defined roles and responsibilities of the TAs so that they know whom to contactMeet regularly with your TAs and facilitators to check in about any challenges or difficulties. Space out larger assignments to allow time for grading and timely feedback.  Communicate with students about expected grading timelinesUse rubrics or other grading criteria checklists to ensure consistent student evaluation.  



• Provide a clear and consistent course platform 
(see handout on Organizing your Blackboard platform)
• Break large class into groups to complete activities and discussions. 
• Manage email – expectations, bundle responses
• Provide clear & timely notifications/announcements, FAQs,  etc.
• Consider a student Q/A board (TA can monitor it)
• Manage office hours – consider occasional topics-based/review sessions
• Ask for feedback – reflect back with the students

Organize Your Course
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Refer to resource on this topicGroups may all be working on the same problem/topic, or you may have them tackle different issuesHave small groups report out to the larger groupEnsure that misunderstandings are addressedEmail - Provide clear expectations on response timeProvide guidelines on what should be addressed via email and what would be better in office hoursEmail – turnaround time, quick clarificationsSend group/topic-based emailsconsider having an FAQ or Question and Answer discussion board. Office Hours - Consider “targeted” office hours (topics-based) and invite groups of interested students to join Record session and make available for those who cannot attendInform students that they will be recorded.  Give them the option to turn off their camera. Offer individual meeting time for students who do not feel comfortable coming to the open office hoursFeedback What is working well?Provide 2-3 suggestions on how I can further facilitate your learningReflect back/discuss with them their responsesConsider asking for feedback at various time throughout the course.   



What modality should I use?
Consider the pros and cons – professional and personal
For the mixed/hybrid – using both synchronous and asynchronous modes
Pros: you decide what, when and how.
Consider “ flipping” the learning – or a part of it

 For content provided asynchronously be mindful of time demands; 

 For the synchronous portion, allow time at the beginning to address questions
 Aim for consistency

o include guides or questions to help alert the student to the important points
(you can embed questions in PPs, use BB quizzes, etc.)

o try to present material in a number of formats; keep pre-records < 20 minutes
o If giving homework, make explicit connections to student learning outcomes

Presenter
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Departmental considerations/personal considerationsYou get to decide how the content is provided. Course content is provided outside the classroom file synchronous time is kept for critical thinking activities. In class we wouldn’t hesitate to emphasize important points, so we should not hesitate to do so with asynchronous content.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_SQNynfTDE&feature=youtu.be


Pros: For fully asynchronous classes, we give ourselves and our students flexibility. 
But the biggest challenges are

• creating a sense of community

• keeping everyone on-track and involved

For tips and suggestions, we have created a 20-minute presentation and/or
a summary handout 

Fully Asynchronous 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uL36eY4Zo6s&feature=youtu.be
https://www.ohio.edu/sites/default/files/sites/sio/files/Strategies%20and%20Tips%20for%20Effective%20Asynchronous%20Online%20Courses.pdf


Pros: We hope to achieve

• dynamic, organic interaction
• active learning
• timely awareness of student progress

Challenges are:

• Is there anybody out there?
• Balanced involvement

Fully synchronous classes 



Resources

Tips for Designing Online Courses: https://edservices.wiley.com/tips-designing-
moderating-large-online-courses/

Tips for Managing Large Classes Online: https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/
online-education/tips-for-managing-large-online-classes/

Time Saving Tips for Large Enrollment Classes:
https://teachingcommons.lakeheadu.ca/time-saving-tips-large-online-classes

http://:%20https://edservices.wiley.com/tips-designing-moderating-large-online-courses/
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https://teachingcommons.lakeheadu.ca/time-saving-tips-large-online-classes
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